
 

Java Programming                                                                 

Assign. No Name of the Assignment along with the description like language to be used if applicable, sample input, 
expected output, observations or assumptions, references etc.   

WEB PORTAL BASED 

1. Placement Portal- create a placement portal where use HTML & JSP pages to create static pages and process the data using servlet and 
create the placement database from where you will retrieve and access the data for processing .The database need to be updated 
whenever there will be any updating.(USE TYPE-1 driver for database connectivity) 
Language: JAVA 

2. General Quiz Management Portal- create a portal where use HTML & JSP pages to create static pages and process the data using 
servlet and create the  database from where you will retrieve and access the data for processing .The database need to be updated 
whenever there will be any updating.(USE TYPE-4 driver for database connectivity) 
Language: JAVA 

3 Web Services Portal- create a Web Services portal where use HTML & JSP pages to create static pages and process the data using 
servlet and create the database from where you will retrieve and access the data for processing .The database need to be updated 
whenever there will be any updating.(USE TYPE-1 driver for database connectivity) 
Language: JAVA 

4 Blood Donation Portal: create a blood donation portal where use HTML, CSS & JSP pages to display the who are donors with their 
contact details and frequently update the datatabase. Use servlet programming to process the data. 

5. Event management Portal: create event management portal where use HTML & JSP pages to create event based portal and process 
the data using servlet and create the required filed from where you will retrieve and access the data for processing .Use the character 
stream for file handling. 

6. Time Table Management Portal: Create a Time Table management using HTML, Servlet which generate the time table of individual 
classes and faculty. The information need to be maintain which include all the faculty load and classes info of their subject and labs. Use 
File handling concept to store the relevant the information  

7. HOTEL MANAGEMENT Portal- Create a Hotel management using HTML,CSS and javascript to create static pages required to display 
features of hoteland allow user to book a room according to his/her specific requirement. The Hotel management system will maintain 
the data of visitors of at least 2 yr old ansd also update the frequent  visitors about new facilities in hotel through email. 

SERVLET & JSP 



3. Create a Login.htm page which will have user name and user password 

In WelcomeServlet store username/password in user session. 
From WelcomeServlet transfer the ProductServlet which will displays the product from products  table along with the user 
name  stored inside the session variable.  
 

4. Create Login.jsp  which will accept username/ password 
Check the username whether it matches to “Admin”  
If false then give 3 attempts to login before showing Access denied to him. 
If true then redirect him to welcome.html which include some javascript based events 

Language: JAVA 
5. Create validateBean which will validate user against user table in database. 

In validate.jsp, use validateBean and authenticate the user.If true then redirect him to welcome.jsp otherwise show “Access 
Denied” error 

Language: JAVA 
6. Design a HTML form that allows the user to enter the details for paying the bill online.  

Make sure the form contains the user interface components like Textfield, check box and radio button. 
Language: JAVA 

7. Design a applet page that allow user to enter details for the books required in library( use grid bag layout for it)  
Make user all the relevant component will generate events and will give response to user. 
Language: JAVA 

  

Assignment based on Classes, Objects, Packages & thread 

10.  Create a class called complex for performing arithmetic operations with complex numbers. Use floating point variables to represent the 

private data of the class. Provide a default constructor that initializes the object with some default values. Provide public 

member functions for each of the following Addition of two complex numbers: It returns the result obtained by adding the 

respective real parts and the imaginary parts of the two complex numbers. Subtraction of two complex numbers: It returns the result 

obtained by subtracting the respective real parts and the imaginary parts of the two complex numbers. 

display() – It displays the complex number in a+bi format.The output should be 

displayed as follows:- 

 

Expected Output: 



Sum of a1+b1 i & a2+b2 i is : a3+b3 i 

Language: JAVA 
11. Write a stream based program which will accept Roll Number, Name, Age and 

Address from user. Age and Roll-no should be numeric. Handle with built-in exception.  None of the field should be blank. Handle 

with custom exception, Ask user whether to write the data in the file. If answer is yes then data is saved into a file as an object (User can 

write many records in the file), otherwise terminate the current program 

 

Language: JAVA 

12. Create a class Matrix. Internal representation of this class will be a two dimensional array of size 10 by 10. In addition, the class should 

have following data members and member functions: 

Data members:- 

int rows 

int columns 

Constructors 

The default constructor 

Matrix() - This should set each of the array element to zero. 

Overloaded constructor 

Matrix(int, int) - This constructor should call the default constructor first. It 

should then assign the value of first parameter to variable rows, and the value 

of the second parameter to variable columns. You can assume that the values 

of both the parameters will be less than or equal to 10. 

Member functions 

void setElement(int r, int c, int value) - This function should set the array 

element at row r and column c to the value val. This assignment should be done 

only if val is positive, r and c are valid else the element should be set to zero. 

Matrix transpose () – This function should transpose the matrix. Transpose of a 

matrix is another matrix where the elements in rows of the first matrix become 

elements of the corresponding columns in the new matrix. 

Provide a function to print a Matrix object. 

 

Language: JAVA 

13. Create a package igit.roll.shape containing the following classes and interfaces. An 

interface Polygon containing the members as given below: 

area float 



perimeter float 

void calcArea( ); abstract method to calculate area of a particular polygon given its 

dimensions 

void calcPeri( ); abstract method to calculate perimeter of a particular polygon given its 

dimensions 

void display( ); method to display the area and perimeter of the given polygon 

Create a class Square that implements Polygon and has the following member: 

side float 

Square(float s); constructor to initialize side of square 

Create another class Rectangle that implements Polygon and has the following 

member: 

length float 

breadth float 

Rectangle(int len, int bre); constructor to initialize length and 

breadth of a rectangle 

Outside the package, create a class that imports the above package an instantiates an 

object of the Square class and an object of the Rectangle class. Call the above methods 

on each of the classes to calculate the area and perimeter given the side and the 

length/breadth of the Square class and the Rectangle class respectively. 

Language: JAVA 

14. Write a program that accepts three numbers in the range from 1 to 400 from the Command Line, Scanner, and buffered Input. It then 

compares these numbers against a multi dimension array of integer elements ranging in value from 1 to 400. The program displays the 

message BINGO on console if the inputted values are found in the array element and also the found number will print on found.txt and 

not found number will get print on notfount.txt.  

For example 
input>java prob 113 29 221 

output>Your first number was 113 

Your second number was 29 

Your third  number was 221 

 

Its Bingo! // this message if number is found in the array 

Not Found! // this message if number  is not found in the //array 

The array was 7 25 5 19 30 

  

SOCKET 
PROGRAMMING 

 



& RMI 

15. CHAT SERVER1: Create a multiple client and server program which can communicate with each other using TCP SOCKET. 

Language: JAVA 

16. CHAT SERVER2: Create a multiple client and server program which can communicate with each other using TCP SOCKET. Also 

include sharing of files and images between each other 

Language: JAVA 

17. WAP to generate a set of random numbers on client side. Find its sum, sub, multiplication, division and average. The program should 

also display ‘*’ based on the random numbers generated on console and will also display the random  number generated on server using 

TCP socket. 

18. RMI: Create a SERVER SIDE following classes and interfaces. An interface Polygon containing the members as given below:,void 

calcArea( ); abstract method to calculate area of a particular polygon given its 

Dimensions, void calcPeri( ); abstract method to calculate perimeter of a particular polygon given its Dimensions, 

void display( ); method to display the area and perimeter of the given polygon 

Create a class Square that implements Polygon and has the following member: area float, perimeter float, side float , Square(float s); 

constructor to initialize side of square 

Create another class Rectangle that implements Polygon and has the following member: 

area float, perimeter float ,length float, breadth float , Rectangle(int len, int bre); constructor to initialize length and , breadth of a 

rectangle 

 CLIENT SIDE:  create a class the instantiates an, object of the Square class and an object of the Rectangle class. Call the above 

methods , on each of the classes to calculate the area and perimeter given the side and the length/breadth of the Square class and the 

Rectangle class respectively through RMI 

Program  

19. Write a program which will create an applet window and can handle key, mouse, window, focus, container and component events. 

Language: JAVA 

 

20. Design a Jframe for Hostel management system  in which create: 
- Different tabs for user to display 

          -TAB1 – display Home page of Hostel 
          -TAB2- display New Registration form 
          - TAB3-Display relevant Help  and direct to different pages 

       -also show the tree heirarcy structure of hostel management using JTree 
Language: JAVA 

21. Write a program for inventory problem in this to illustrate the usage of synchronized keyword.  



22. Write a program in java for payroll management system 

23. Write a program in java for Banking Management system 

24. Write a program for Hospital management system in java 

25. Write a program for Student information management system in java 

26. Write a program for Student result management system in java 

27. Write a program for Faculty Performance management system in java 

28. Write a program for Hostel management system in java 

29. Write a program for General Quiz  management system in java 

30. Write a program for Book information management system in java 

31. Write a program for Student result management system in java 

32. Write a program for ATM system in java 

33. Write a program to create a scientific calculator using GridBaglayout. 

34. Write a program to display a virtual keyboard to the user in java 

35.  Write a program to create a simple notepad in java 

36. Write a program to create a word document which allow to change the format, color and other important features of word  

37. Write a program to create a paint software in java 

38. Write a program to generate a tic tac toe game in java 

39. Write a program to generate a simple calculator using GridLayout 

40. Write a program to create a snake game in java 

41.  Design a thread-safe implementation of Queue class. Write a multi-threaded producer-consumer application that uses this Queue class. 
 



42. Write a Menu Driven  program in java to implement: 
-Simple Queue 
-Priority Queue 
-Double ended Queue 
-Circular Queue 
 

43. Write a program to create a Juggler java beans and provide specific properties, methods and events to load the beans. 

44. Write a program to create a molecule java beans and provide specific properties, methods and events to load the beans. 

45. Write a program to create a simple Jbutton java beans and provide specific properties, methods and events to load the beans. 

46.  Write a Client and Server communication using Datagram Socket 

47. Write a program in java which allow user to do  basic operation like desktop locking in remote located systrem 

48. Write a program in java to provide encryption and decryption of data using RSA algorithm. 

49. Write a program to generate a application for Scientific Calculator on Server side and using RMI allow remotely located user to call the 
method of Scientific calculator  

50. Write a program which will create an JApplet window and can handle key, mouse, window, focus, container and component events 

 

 

Format for the long assignment: Please provide the assignment in the following template. 

 

                                                                                                                                                  Signature of the Faculty 

 

 

 



 

 

 


